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ElimiNOX - The Story so Far

Inventor - Jimmy Redman Jr

Initial Testing - Hielsher Ultrasonics Laboratory - 
Germany, declared ElimiNOX to be ‘Game Changing’ 
and immediately referred to then Akzo Nobel for 
comprehensive testing

IP Holder - SulNOx Group PLC, licensed Nouryon to 
manufacture ElimiNOX on a global basis

Manufacturer - Nouryon BV (formally Akzo Nobel) 
licensed to manufacture ElimiNOX HFO emulsifier 
and Fuel conditioner

“A Game 
Changer 
for All 
Engines”
Tested by: -

Millbrook Proving Ground UK
Socotec Laboratories UK
Hielscher Ultrasonics 
Laboratories Germany
Unergy Laboratories SA
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ElimiNOX - The Product
ElimiNOX Eco™ is manufactured by Nouryon BV using 
biodegradable components that pose zero risk to the 
environment or people. Nouryon have recently been awarded 
the prestigious 2021 EcoVadis Gold Rating for Sustainability 
Achievements. This rating places Nouryon in the top 3% of more 
than 75,000 companies assessed by the global sustainability 
ratings provider.

ElimiNOX Eco™ dramatically reduces all the environmental 
pollutants produced by diesel, petrol engines and kerosene 
(home fuel oil) boilers

The product has been rigorously and successfully tested by world 
renowned fuel laboratories 

The test results have been declared as ‘game changing’ for the 
combustion engine, environmental pollution and the health 
problems associated with diesel engine pollutants

Not only does ElimiNOX Eco™ dramatically reduce diesel engine 
pollutants, it enables diesel engines to perform far more efficiently

30% + reduction

30% + reduction

35% + reduction

20% + reduction

23% + reduction

20% + reduction

Carbon Monoxide :

Carbon Dioxide :

Nitric Oxide :

Nitrogen Dioxide :

Oxides of Nitrogen :

Sulphur Dioxide :

Per Litre
Per 1000 Litres
Per 100,000 miles
Based on 20 short tons of cargo

CARBON REDUCTION

384g
384 kgs
97 tons
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FUEL SAVINGS - 8% saving @ £1.30/L

ElimiNOX are proud ‘UKIFDA Innovation Award’ runners up for 
2021, a fantastic endorsement of our ground breaking product

ElimiNOX Eco™ will also clean fuel when added to fuel or fuel 
storage tanks, and ensure diesel bug is both eliminated and 
prevented 

ElimiNOX Eco™ emulsifies free water into the fuel and maintains 
stability, increasing the Calorific Value, ensuring a cleaner, more 
powerful burn

ElimiNOX Eco™ is unique when compared to other fuel additives 
as it emulsifies, not demulsifies free water. Easily added to vehicle 
fuel tanks, no special equipment required

A typical 80 litre diesel vehicle tank would require 40mls of 
ElimiNOX Eco™ at a mix ratio of 1:2000. Petrol 80mls (1:1000)

A spend of £0.01 per litre of ElimiNOX Eco™ relates to a saving of 
£0.05 of fuel (5% saving, Besblock has shown 8% improvement) 
Based on sales price of £20 / Litre

ElimiNOX Eco™ is unique in the 
fact it emulsifies free water 
into the fuel unlike others that 
demulsify, separating the water 
which causes corrosion, rust and 
diesel bug growth

ElimiNOX - The Product

Per Litre
Per 1000 Litres
Per 100,000 Miles

£0.10
£100
£5,900
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ElimiNOX - The Results

WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF 
USING ElimiNOX Eco™?
ElimiNOX ECO™ dramatically reduces the following environmental pollutants:
Here are the average results taken from recent tests on an MWM 6 Ltr diesel 
engine, carried out by Unergy Laboratories: -

30% + reduction

30% + reduction

35% + reduction

20% + reduction

23% + reduction

20% + reduction

Carbon Monoxide :

Carbon Dioxide :

Nitric Oxide :

Nitrogen Dioxide :

Oxides of Nitrogen :

Sulphur Dioxide :

Location Vehicle PM Total % PM 10 % PM 2.5 % NOx % CO %
Haverford West (Socotec UK) Case Engine -8.39 -52.28 -61.43 -15.9

Millbrook Proving Ground Mercedes Euro 6 -14.8 -23.6 -72.8

The SulNox Group Plc commissioned Millbrook Proving Ground to undertake trials for a period of three weeks on Mercedes Euro 6 
HGVs and that drivers reported increased acceleration, less engine vibration, and a smoother operating experience throughout the 
test period with no detriment. 

EURO 5 TO EURO 6 FUEL EMISSIONS COMPLIANCE
THE EUROPEAN STANDARDS SPECIFY THAT THE EMISSIONS LIMIT FOR PARTICULATE MATTER IS: 

EURO 5 - 0.005 G/km      (Introduced 1st September 2009)
EURO 6 - 0.0045 G/km    (Introduced 1st September 2014, a mandatory decrease of 10%)

By adding 0.05% ElimiNOX Eco™ to a tank of fuel, it is possible for a vehicle that would normally just meet the Euro 5 Standard to 
comfortably meet the Euro 6 Standard, without any modification.

*All test results and reports mentioned in this presentation are fully available in their entirety upon request
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“After using ElimiNOX Eco™ since May 2020, we 
have been pleasantly surprised with the results. 
Showing an 8% improvement in MPG and an 
extended period of the particulate warning light 
not illuminating, which confirms a reduction in 
PM emissions.

As a forward-looking innovative company, 
we believe ElimiNOX Eco™ will undoubtedly 
reduce the carbon footprint of Besblock in the 
future. The fleet of 27 trucks have not suffered 
any detrimental effects during the period, nor 
suffered any fuel related problems. We can 
recommend ElimiNOX to any fleet owner.”

Mervyn Smith - Transport Manager Besblock Ltd

ElimiNOX - In the Field

Besblock run a fleet of 27 Trucks
21 Scania + 6 Volvo - All Euro 6 Models

Tested and used without any detriment in John 
Deere Tractors at Harper Adams Agricultural 
College - Newport, Shropshire

Used across large, mixed fleet of Construction 
Vehicles - S J Roberts

Distributed via U.K. wide Motor Factor Chain
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Left untreated, diesel will remain reliable for between 6 and 12 months 
after which fuel contamination begins to appear, solutions include fuel 
conditioning program (tank cleaning, fuel polishing) or simply treating 
with ElimiNOX Eco™, preventing the problem.

• Diesel bug is a microbial contamination of diesel fuel that occurs
when water is introduced into the diesel fuel.

• Typically, from condensation, adsorption from the air or rain,
compounded by the hygroscopic properties of modern diesel.

• As water accumulates in the diesel it settles out at the bottom of the
tank where diesel bug breads in the interface between the diesel
and water layers.

• As more diesel bug grows it will ultimately form a thick layer of
sludge which, without removal, may be drawn into the fuel lines
resulting in blockages and possible engine failure.

• The key to dealing with diesel bug effectively, as with many things,
is prevention rather than cure.

ElimiNOX - Diesel Bug - The Problem

**As a pre burn treatment ElimiNOX Eco™ requires no additional engine or exhaust modification, 
as treated fuel retains it’s EN590 compliance no issues with vehicle manufactures warranties.
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• The best method of prevention is to remove the growth medium
for the diesel bug by eliminating the water build up.

• This is where ElimiNOX Eco™ comes in, with a unique formula
of lubricants and emulsifying agents, in the ratio of 1:2000 it
prevents water from accumulating and settling out at the bottom
of the tank.

• Where other products demulsify, water creating the breading
ground for diesel bug ElimiNOX Eco™ locks the water into a
stable emulsion removing the growth medium.

• ElimiNOX Eco™ is an emulsification agent and traps droplets of
water throughout the fuel by forming a stable emulsion. `

• This scavenging of water prevents the formation of the settled-
out water growth environment at the bottom of the tank
meaning the diesel bug has nowhere to grow. Prevention.

• ElimiNOX Eco™ enables diesel engines to perform far more
efficiently, saving fuel, while also dramatically reducing emissions,
providing an immediate and tangible step towards Carbon
neutrality.

ElimiNOX - Diesel Bug, Prevention

Diesel Bug growth medium (water)
eliminated and trapped in the fuel

**As pre-combustion fuel conditioner ElimiNOX Eco™ reduces emissions, creates a more 
efficient burn on ignition; providing additional lubricity and reduced fuel consumption.
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Bureau Veritas certifies ElimiNOX Eco 

Bureau Veritas has 
issued ElimiNOX with 
certificates that confirm 
fuel treated with ElimiNOX 
Eco™ retained EN590 
Compliance. This removes 
any question about 
manufacturers warranty

Additionally, they 
measured as 30% increase 
/ improvement in lubricity 
following dosing the fuel 
to the recommended 
1:2000 ratio
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ElimiNOX - Q+A’s

Is it safe to use ElimiNOX Eco™ in my vehicle? What 
happens if there are any issues?
ElimiNOX Eco™ has been widely tested and used in many 
different types of vehicles across multiple manufacturers 
without any detriment. Further, ElimiNOX have received 
letters of no objection from a number of vehicle 
manufacturers which state that as long as
ElimiNOX Eco complies with EN590, they have no
objection to the conditioner being used.

Add blue is added post combustion, ElimiNOX
Eco™ is added pre combustion. They can be used
simultaneously with no adverse effect

What is the difference between ElimiNOX Eco™  
and Ad Blue?
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ElimiNOX - Q+A’s

What is the anticipated spend to save ratio, when
using ElimiNOX Eco™?

How much will a litre of ElimiNOX Eco™ cost?

What is the mix ratio of ElimiNOX Eco  ?

How would I use ElimiNOX Eco™?

TM

£0.01 spent saves approximately £0.05. With
Besblock the savings have proven to be
significantly higher at £0.08

Pricing follows on a separate slide. Fantastic margin 
opportunities based on current sales protocol

Diesel = 1:2000, Petrol = 1:1000, Kerosene = 1:2000

Can be added to fuel storage tanks prior to vehicle filling or 
directly into vehicle fuel tank. Product automatically
mixes and remains stable
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ElimiNOX - Conclusion

Key benefits of the ElimiNOX Eco product: -

• ElimiNOX is unique as a fuel conditioner / additive as it is emulsifies free water into the fuel
which in turn has three large benefits to the user

• Increases MPG / Fuel Efficiency (Cost Saving)
• Significantly reduces harmful gasses / particulate matter (Environmentally friendly / Green)
• Prevents the growth of Diesel Bug - an issue that is becoming more and more prevalent

• All of the above start working after the first dose and users will start to feel the benefits to their
vehicle engine, runs smoother etc. after a three doses

• ElimiNOX has been used in the field with some fantastic results and has proven to be attractive
to the end user in multiple sectors

• They will also see their MPG increase and their emissions significantly reduce when next tested
for MOT etc.
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END




